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CEO Foreword
Dear Broker Partner,

Welcome to this issue of Bryte Edition.  As I write my foreword, I am encouraged by the warm enthusiasm that surrounds me. 
The positive changes that have transpired across parts of Southern Africa in recent months must be acknowledged.

Our government seems to have strong resolve to do what is necessary to drive economic recovery and part of this has been 
the unfortunate increase in VAT. For our industry, this means an automatic escalation in the replacement value of goods which 
could mean customers need to review sums insured. 

From a customer perspective, we urge you to create an understanding of the implications from increases in premiums to 
the automatic increase in the replacement value of goods, which also impacts sums insured. Accordingly, to prevent the 
application of average in the event of a claim, reviews should be undertaken with each customer to ensure that they are 
adequately covered.

Another fish in the regulatory pond is The Fit and Proper Requirements which sets the benchmark for ‘Competency, 
Continuous Professional Development, Operational Ability and Financial Soundness’. This speaks to the outsourcing of 
functions and governance requirements, amongst others, and could have far reaching consequences for all Financial Services 
Providers.

Keeping to the regulatory theme, cybercrime is among the most prevalent global risks facing businesses today. South Africa, 
particularly, continues to be severely affected; The FBI ranked the country among the top 10 on the crime predator list. 
Furthermore, experts suggest that 79% of all online phishing victims lose their money hence trends in phishing attacks and 
ways in which to avoid attacks or moderate against its effects, have been featured prominently in this issue.

Another trend that is having a serious impact on the global community is distracted driving, with mobile phone usage 
skyrocketing to the top position – where it is now the leading cause of accidents. In this issue, we encourage a conversation 
around what the industry can actively do to discourage such behaviour.

From a business perspective, we examine supply chain risk using the Tiger Brands Listeriosis issue as a case study. We draw 
on the important lessons for every business and its stakeholders and discuss ways in which businesses can remain resilient 
through unforeseen business disruptions.

We end this issue by sharing more on the prestigious PRISM and SABRE Awards won for our communications campaign 
around our brand relaunch – an accomplishment that makes us tremendously proud of our business and our partnership with 
international business communications consultancy, Instinctif Partners.

We hope you find this issue to be educational and thought-provoking as we make every effort to ensure that the content we 
cover is relevant, informative and delivers wider value to the service you provide to our mutual customers.

We welcome any suggestions you may have on topics or the content covered.

As we continue, I look forward to the future milestones we will reach and the mutual success stories we will craft as partners 
in the sector.

Warm regards,
Edwyn

Edwyn O’Neill 
CEO Bryte Insurance

THE POSITIVE CHANGES 
ACROSS PARTS OF 
SOUTHERN AFRICA IN 
RECENT MONTHS MUST 
BE ACKNOWLEDGED.
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EMBRACING THE WINDS OF CHANGE
By Collin Molepe, Deputy CEO

TRAVEL INSURANCE PARTNERSHIP WITH 
ABSA GOES LIVE
By Anriëth Symon, Head of Travel

The first half of 2018 has come with many lessons as we prepare to expand our focus on 
commercial customers and develop new approaches to customer risk profile management. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for all the support and well wishes upon my 
recent appointment as Deputy CEO, which have been heartening.

Securing operational sustainability 
As always, securing the operational sustainability of our business, and yours, remains a key priority for Bryte. Driving financial 
inclusion within the insurance sector is a key facet of our business strategy and an area of particular focus for me in my 
extended role as Managing Director of Bryte Life. We are working closely with partners, particularly within the distribution 
space, to better comprehend evolving customer exposures and explore new value propositions.

Bryte Life will enable us to expand our footprint across the country’s lower income market, 
developing products that address existing and future customer needs. The emphasis is on 
truly accessible, appropriate and affordable solutions, which will be further informed by 
your deep insights and expertise. More details on Bryte Life will follow suit.

I am proud to be at the helm of such change
Bryte has progressed impressively in transforming the way insurers meet the dynamic needs of all South Africans and I am 
proud to be at the helm of such change. We have set ourselves some ambitious challenges, but I know that our proactive 
approach and emphasis on partnering with customers and brokers to mitigate risk, rather than just insure against it 
retrospectively, has set us ahead already.

We are delighted that, after months of preparation, our travel insurance partnership with Absa 
went live on Tuesday, 3 April 2018.

As the travel insurance provider to Absa, Virgin Money and Woolworths cardholders, Bryte will provide customers with 
access to a range of options. In addition to travel insurance cover for medical emergencies, baggage theft, flight delays and 
cancellations, cover will extend to include visa rejections, missed events, travel supplier insolvencies and hazardous sporting 
activities.

We are grateful for the loyal support we receive from our travel trade partners who recognise our ability to settle claims with 
speed, professionalism and fairness. We look forward to continue delivering our efficient services and enhanced benefits to 
our rapidly increasing customer base.

For more information, please contact our Travel Team on: 
0860 737 775 or send an email to travelcare@brytesa.com

mailto:travelcare%40brytesa.com?subject=
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FIT AND PROPER REQUIREMENTS – 
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW…
by Bianca Radzilani, General Counsel and Company Secretary, and Wynand Louw, Head of Compliance

The financial sector regulatory landscape has been deliberated at length as the impact on 
businesses, intermediaries and other players within the sector continue to be explored. In this 
environment, accelerating the pace of the changes needed to comply with requirements – 
prescribed and impending – should feature at the top of the list.

RDR, which was inspired by the need for improved regulatory compliance, is among the oldest topics of conversation. It 
emphasises ‘fair customer outcomes’ and its proposals continue to be incorporated into existing and impending legislation 
with one such example being the amended Fit and Proper Requirements – as determined by the FAIS Act.

The Fit and Proper Requirements set the benchmark for ‘Competence, Continuous Professional Development (CDP), 
Operational Ability and Financial Soundness’ in the following ways:

Competence
The Competence requirement pays special attention to the minimum experience, qualifications and regulatory examination 
requirements that Financial Services Providers (FSPs), key individuals and representatives must adhere to before being 
appointed. Key individuals and representatives that are responsible for overseeing or managing the business must also meet 
certain minimum requirements in terms of experience. Conditions are more rigorous and have been introduced to protect 
customers from unethical or ill-informed advisors. These have been designed to compel FSPs to conduct a comprehensive 
financial needs analysis for customers and offer them product comparisons, including the advantages and disadvantages of 
each, before advising them further. 

Continuous Professional Development 
(CPD) now a reality
The amended Fit and Proper Requirements introduce new product categories and separates financial products into two 
tiers. Tier 1 has less onerous requirements while the conditions for selling Tier 2 products are more expansive. This includes 
mandatory CPD and advanced training such as class of business training and comprehensive product-specific training. 
Looking at CPD, specifically, efforts are concentrated around addressing the technical skill gaps through development 
programmes undertaken through accredited professional bodies.

A Category 1 FSP that is 
authorised only to render 
financial services in respect of 
the following financial products: 

Long-Term Insurance Subcategory 
A and/or Friendly Society Benefits.

A representative of a Category 1 
FSP that is appointed only to:

(i) render a financial service in respect of a 
Tier 2 Financial Product; or

(ii) render an intermediary service in respect 
of a Tier 1 Financial Product, including 
“execution of sales”.

a b

Who needs to do CPD?
The Fit and Proper requirement relating to CPD applies to all FSPs, key individuals and 
representatives with the exception of the following:
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Fit and Proper Requirements (continued)

CAN YOUR CUSTOMER’S BUSINESS ABSORB 
THE HEFTY CYBERCRIME PRICE TAG?
By Sarel Lamprecht, Phishield UMA (Pty) Ltd

A booming industry for tech criminals, cybercrime has been highlighted among the most 
prevalent risks facing businesses today. As the frequency, magnitude and complexity of cyber-
attacks intensifies, so too does the devastating impact for businesses across the globe. Data 
leaks in the form of Panama Papers and Paradise Papers as well as the prominent WannaCry and 
Petya malicious software attacks are reminders of just how severe incidents can be.

Although these threats continue to be widely identified and publicised, a concerning level of complacency still exists with many 
businesses underestimating risks and the dire medium to long-term financial and reputational impacts of a cyber-attack. 
Failure to determine the business’ level of potential exposure and implement proactive and reactive risk mitigation measures, 
including cyber-risk cover, as well as general loss of funds cover, can have a catastrophic impact on the business’ resilience.

Unfortunately, South African businesses as well as consumers are amongst the most vulnerable. The Kinkayo Cyber Exposure 
Index ranks South Africa as the third most exposed globally; more than 8.8 million South African’s were victims of cybercrime 
in 2015, costing the economy in excess of R35 billion1.

FSPs are thus required to develop and maintain the skills necessary to competently fulfil their responsibilities. As at 1 June 
2018, FSPs are required to not only update their CPD competence register annually, but also outline training plans that 
indicate how they intend to maintain and develop their skills during the upcoming year, addressing the need to improve FSP 
standards and practices.

Operational Ability
Operational Ability requires FSPs to have the functional competencies to effectively undertake their responsibilities and 
mandates the development and implementation of a framework that is appropriate for the nature, risk and complexity of the 
business. Within this context, guidelines are presented on the outsourcing of functions and governance requirements (security, 
accounting and remuneration policies, etc.) to ensure that financial services businesses function effectively and professionally. 
Furthermore, FSPs are required to regularly conduct operational ability assessments to ensure continued compliance.

Financial Soundness
The Financial Soundness requirement aims at ensuring that FSPs maintain adequate financial resources to carry out business 
activities and that assets exceed liabilities, at all times. Insolvency, liquidation, etc. could result in the cancellation of the FSP’s 
licence to operate.

It is vital for FSPs to develop suitable internal processes and policies to ensure that their business practices are in accordance 
with the Fit and Proper Requirements. Looking particularly at the insurance industry, insurers will be prohibited from working 
with non-complying brokers/intermediaries. Looking broadly across the sector, when one considers the severity of a business 
losing its licence to operate, the strict adherence to these requirements must be a non-negotiable.  That said, it is critical that 
these and other legislations are fully understood and implemented within the prescribed timeframes to safeguard the interest 
of the customer and secure the sustainability of every business within the financial services sector ecosystem.

For more information about the Fit and Proper Requirements, please 

CLICK HERE.

https://www.fsb.co.za/Departments/FAIS/requirements/Pages/requirements.aspx
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Can your customer’s business absorb the hefty cybercrime price tag? (continued)

How customers can fall prey
Incidents of phishing attacks, particularly, are becoming rather commonplace. One can be susceptible by virtue of just having 
an email address or transacting online. Even with high-level security measures in place, hackers are using sophisticated 
approaches to breach network security and infiltrate organisation and personal networks. One of the tactics used by hackers 
involves inconspicuously replicating what appears as an authentic business platform to channel fraudulent transactions.

Another tactic used by hackers is to intercept outgoing or incoming e-mails from a business once they leave the security 
network and altering the details of the contents thereof. This, often, leads to losses incurred by the business – where this type 
of fraud is not covered by typical cyber liability/commercial crime policies. A recent example of where such an event occurred 
in the media, is the losses incurred by Goliath: https://bit.ly/2mBoC3Z

The role of the brokers in safeguarding customers
Insurance businesses and intermediaries must therefore stay abreast of progressing cybercrime 
developments and assist customers in the following manner:

Treading cautiously
Underestimating the impact of the financial and reputational losses is not the only consideration as 
any exposure of confidential customer data could have serious legal ramifications once the Protection 
of Personal Information Act (PoPIA) is in effect. Brokers, specifically need to implement their own 
security and controls to safeguard customer data or they risk facing hefty penalties and possible 
imprisonment.

While there are many proactive approaches that can help minimise a business or individual’s risk to cyber-attacks, should an 
incident occur, the right level of cover can ensure speedy and full recovery.  The Phishield Funds Protect offering is one that has 
been specifically designed to protect customers or businesses against financial losses arising from fraudulent transactional 
activity, which includes: 

• The implementation of effective security systems

• Robust risk management protocols which include training on how to identify 
and manage phishing and other cyber-attack attempts

• The introduction of internal protocols for reporting suspicious behaviour or 
unusual information requests 

• The encryption of data files containing sensitive information and segmentation 
of data to limit levels of access across departments/divisions, enabling better 
data access controls

• Tailored insurance cover together with legal and strategic communications 
advisory to minimise the impacts in the aftermath of an incident

EDUCATE 
on cybercrime 
developments

IDENTIFY 
potential threats to the 
business/individual

• Conduct a cyber risk 
analysis on all business/
personal information 
systems

FACILITATE
comprehensive risk 
mitigation through:

For more information on how to safeguard your customer’s interest and ensure their peace of mind, 
contact lilian@phishield.com

• Online banking 
fraud

• Fraudulent online 
purchases

• Fraudulent third- 
party payments

• Rental and holiday 
scams

• Fraudulent EFT 
payments

• Investment
scams

• Phishing
scams

• ATM
fraud

Sources:  1  http://ewn.co.za/2016/07/06/Cybercrime-cost-SA-economy-R35-billion-in-2015

https://bit.ly/2mBoC3Z
mailto:lilian%40phishield.com?subject=
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INTEXTICATED DRIVERS FAST BECOMING 
THE MOST PROMINENT ROAD HAZARD
By Mercia Wallis, Head of Retail

Visual, manual and cognitive driving distractions have become a major hazard. While 
technology, such as Bluetooth and built-in GPS navigation systems have assisted in reducing 
the level of distraction, it is debatable whether enough is being done to discourage distracted 
driving.

Mobile phone usage while driving is the leading cause of accidents. Also known as intexticated 
(which is the equivalent of driving after consuming four beers), texting while driving touches on 
all three distraction types and is proving to be the most dangerous distraction. This is followed 
closely by driving under the influence of alcohol and other distractions such as the application  
of make-up, eating and pets.

The stats speak for themselves 
According to the Toll Road Concessionaire1, the average time spent by a driver on a mobile phone is approximately nine 
seconds, which is equivalent to driving blind for one kilometre. Despite a considerable percentage of vehicles having a hands-
free kit, more often than not, drivers neglect to make use of this.

Additionally, findings from the South Africa Road Federation survey indicated that 64%2  
of drivers admitted to being frequently distracted by mobile phones while driving, leading 
to approximately 1.6 million3 road accidents and 390 0003 injuries each year.

With brain activity decreasing by more than a third4 when using a mobile phone, drivers are 23%5 more likely to 
make mistakes. Essentially, they are partially incapable of processing and reacting to events on the road leading to 
consequences such as:

• Inaccurately estimating the distance between vehicles when attempting to change lanes

• Being unable to remain within the correct lane borders, potentially causing a collision

• Slower reflexes in the event of an abrupt incident/unexpected hinderance

While fines may be imposed on those who make use of their mobile phones while driving, this has not proven to be a 
sufficient deterrent. Neither has the financial implications of collisions, the inconvenience of not having a vehicle while 
repairs are being effected, and the possibility of causing an accident that could injure another road user or worse, claim 
lives. 

Enforcing stricter measures for safer roads 
There is thus a growing need to stress the urgency of finding creative and effective ways to discourage the use of mobile 
phones while driving. While insurers reserve the right to reject claims in the event of a collision caused while driving under 
the influence of alcohol, so too should it be for individuals caught texting while driving. It is time for the insurance industry to 
classify mobile phone usage while driving as an act of gross negligence. 

Providing educational collateral, programmes and workshops is also another way for the industry, at large, to ensure that 
people are fully aware of the consequences of texting while driving, not just for themselves but for other road users.
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Intexticated drivers fast becoming the most prominent road hazard (continued)

It may be challenging to consistently and effectively monitor the impact of driving distractions and prove this form of 
negligence but, telematics could be a key enabler for businesses. Using this technology, insurers could assess the driving 
habits of policyholders and maintain logs of such distracted driving behaviour, which can considerably reduce the risks faced 
by fleet owners and the financial implications thereof. Drivers may be motivated to behave more responsibly on the road if they 
know that they are being monitored and could lose either their job or risk being uninsured – a risk that comes with a high price 
tag.

Brokers should reinforce the possible consequences of using a mobile phone while driving and encourage their customers to 
refrain from doing so. It is also important to create an appreciation for the level of financial exposure as claims are paid at the 
discretion of insurers and this could leave the policyholder exposed should negligence be proved. Guiding customers on what 
is best practice when a mobile phone rings or a text is received, and how to better manage distractions in and around their 
vehicles is just the first step to combatting this global challenge. 

1 Toll Road Concessionaire
2 South African Road Federation
3 National Safety Council
4 National Safety Council
5 Free Drive

For more information on the impacts of distracted driving, 
please contact your local Bryte representative.

LESSONS FOR BUSINESS IN THE AFTERMATH 
OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN LISTERIOSIS 
OUTBREAK 
By Camargue Underwriting Managers (Pty) Ltd 

When the Minister of Health, Mr Aaron Motsoaledi, announced the source of the listeriosis 
outbreak in March, it brought both a degree of relief but also of panic to many South Africans. 
The discovery that the outbreak originated in Tiger Brands’ Enterprise factory in Polokwane 
meant that some of the country’s most popular processed meat products were unsafe. However, 
while the negative impact on Tiger Brands was undoubtedly serious, the entire cold meat 
industry in general was also affected – including industries where cold meat is an ingredient.

This outbreak, which to date has killed thousands, has had serious consequences for various food production businesses, 
which have experienced drastic drops in sales. A variety of ready-to-eat processed meats, mainly made from pork, have been 
recalled and exports of processed meat products have suffered. 

According to Paul Makube, Senior Agricultural Economist at FNB Agri-Business, South Africa’s pork industry and its value 
chain could suffer losses of up to R1-billion as the price of the meat continues to decline. “Even though demand for processed 
and cold meats fell sharply due to the health and safety concerns from the listeriosis outbreak, pork farmers have now had to 
redirect the pigs for fresh meat market,” said Makube.

There will repercussions for businesses allied with these food producers such as their insurers. The impact on the insurers, and 
the insurance industry in general, is yet to be quantified; however, it will be significant. The question to ask is how much of this 
was avoidable? How did the quality monitoring controls fail? 

Many argue that Tiger Brands should have been more proactive and honest but importantly, it brought the need for active 
monitoring of hygienic standards for food producers into the spotlight. While externally applied controls are very necessary, 
it is undeniable that rigorous internal processes and the regular assessment of these is equally important. An aspect of this 
involves the use of risk engineers who are capacitated to understand risk at every level – within the business’ internal and 
external ecosystem. This provides businesses with vital risk mitigation support and assessment services that are of paramount 
importance in saving precious lives and mitigating against losses as well as the resultant reputational damage. 

http://www.capetownetc.com/news/dangerous-texting-driving-really/
https://sarf.org.za/distraction-greater-safety/
https://www.edgarsnyder.com/car-accident/cause-of-accident/cell-phone/cell-phone-statistics.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/national-safety-council-calls-on-legislators-to-address-distracted-driving-300621876.html
https://www.freeedrive.com/en/insurers-reduce-costs-texting-while-driving/
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Looking at losses facing just Tiger Brands, these have been estimated at approximately R30-million2 per month. When one 
considers the costs of the product recall and the suspension of production at its Polokwane, Germiston and Pretoria factories, 
this figure could climb as high as almost R400-million3. As of 5 June, more than 1,0004 cases of listeriosis have been reported 
with several class action law suits instituted by those who have suffered losses/families of those who lost loved ones due to 
infection. 

That said, preparing for every eventuality is impossible but there are many ways to mitigate against the unknown so when 
things go wrong – as they clearly did in this instance – the various businesses within the supply chain can recover and remain 
resilient. Adequate cover for such unforeseen business disruptions is one example. 

Brokers are catalysts in safeguarding the interests of their customers. They are ideally 
positioned to promote the need for comprehensive and regular risk assessments as well 
as to create awareness of the necessary covers in alignment with the potential exposures 
businesses could face. Looking at the listeriosis outbreak specifically, these are some of 
the considerations that would apply for any business that may find themselves exposed to 
any form of food contamination.

Lessons for business in the aftermath of the South African listeriosis outbreak  (continued)

General liability policy: This 
policy covers the business and 
its employees against liability 
arising from damage or injury 
to third parties, as well as 
related legal costs. This injury 
or damage could be due to 
negligence or wrongful acts 
by the company’s employees, 
directors, subcontractors, 
customers, suppliers and 
shareholders. 

General liability: Product recall 
extension. This option covers the 
business in the event that a product, 
which has already been distributed, 
is identified as having the potential 
to cause harm. The extension covers 
the cost of recovering the product or 
paying for it to be destroyed, should 
that be more cost effective. The 
extension also covers the media and 
communication costs to advertise 
the recall.

Sources

1 http://www.health.gov.za
2 http://www.engineeringnews.co.za
3 http://www.engineeringnews.co.za
4 http://www.health.gov.za

While it is not possible to completely risk-proof a business against all possible 
eventualities, thorough risk assessment and adequate insurance cover can 
considerably reduce the financial impact on the business and its customers. 
Camargue policyholders are able to access Camargue’s risk management 
services at no cost by contacting the Camargue offices on 011 778 9140.

1 2

http://www.health.gov.za/index.php/component/phocadownload/category/439#
http://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/tiger-brands-flags-loss-at-meat-unit-after-listeria-outbreak-2018-03-19/rep_id:4136
http://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/tiger-brands-flags-loss-at-meat-unit-after-listeria-outbreak-2018-03-19/rep_id:4136
http://www.health.gov.za/index.php/component/phocadownload/category/439-listeriosis-minster-of-health-media-statement?download=2793:listeriosis-outbreak-situation-report-11-june-2018
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INSTINCTIF PARTNERS WINS TOP AFRICAN 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ACCOLADES FOR BRYTE 
INSURANCE REBRAND 
By Nicholas Francis, Chief Marketing Officer

We are delighted to announce that our public relations efforts around our brand relaunch and 
thought leadership campaign – led by international business communications consultancy, 
Instinctif Partners – has won several industry accolades. 

The accolades achieved include:

The PRISM Awards are Africa’s most sought-after awards within the public relations industry, recognising the successful 
incorporation of strategy, creativity and professionalism into communication campaigns. Equally, the SABRE Awards celebrate 
excellence in communication at an international level, recognising campaigns that demonstrate the highest levels of strategic 
planning, creativity and business results. 

As a people-centric business, receiving accolades for our emphasis on communications, from the most respected and 
illustrious public relations platforms – internationally – is an immense honour. We take pride in the success of our partnership 
with Instinctif Partners and appreciate the strategic counsel and support provided at every juncture.

“It is a wonderful privilege to be leading a creative and progressive team that consistently 
delivers advisory, content and campaigns of the highest standards. We see ourselves 
as extensions of our clients’ businesses and are proud of the relationships we have built 
over the years. Our long-standing partnership with Bryte is testament to this and we are 
grateful for the business’ continued confidence in our expertise and strategic competency 
to support them, especially during periods of major transition,” said Deanne Chatterton, 
CEO at Instinctif Partners.

To access and share the announcement

CLICK HERE 

A Silver PRISM 
Award win for 

best campaign 
in the Corporate 
Communication 

category 

Diamond Africa 
SABRE Award 

for Superior 
Achievement 
in Reputation 
Management

Gold Africa 
SABRE Award 

in the Financial 
and Professional 

Services  
category

A Certificate of 
Excellence for 

Corporate Image 
in the Gold Africa 

SABRE Award 
category

Finalist in the 
EMEA Gold 

SABRE Award 
Institutional Image 

category 

https://bit.ly/2GtMI86
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Insuring Jewellery, Fine Art and Specie is generally a very complex process as it requires a 
meticulous understanding of the unique characteristics of the item and possible exposures 
based on a diversity of scenarios. Specialised insight and knowledge of the sector, evolving 
dynamics and the ability to effectively assess the value of unique items are all critical 
requirements to robustly address risks.

Understanding this, Bryte’s emphasis on providing insurance cover to niche sectors was born out of the need to appropriately 
advise and support customers whose needs may be rather intricate and our Jewellery, Fine Art and Specie offering is certainly 
no exception. Since introducing our offering to the market, we have continued to focus on building our portfolio of solutions 
and providing the most comprehensive, bespoke range. Our acquisition of Holmes Underwriting Agency in 2017, is testament 
to this.

ADDRESSING RISK, A FINE ART 
By Natasha Maroun, National Head: Jewellery, Fine Art & Specie

Collaboration is critically important 
We remain uncompromising in providing customers with valuable, intelligent and pragmatic risk management solutions that 
are also innovative and ideally suited to their needs. However, risk is multidimensional and successfully mitigating against it 
takes collaboration.  Our broker partners are very important stakeholders in this equation. They are well placed to educate and 
drive awareness around the consequences of not evaluating policies/the value of a customer’s portfolio – at least once every 
two years – as values change and so too do market conditions.

Having the incorrect policy or not updating the existing one could result in insufficient cover for irreplaceable valuables in the 
event of an incident. Equally, not having a clear view of the customer’s exposure limits our ability to proactively mitigate against 
certain risks to avoid potential incidents.

We encourage our broker partners to actively engage customers on developments that could negatively impact their cover 
but also solutions that can enhance cover. To re-evaluate your customer’s cover and more information on the offering, please 
contact Alistair Holmes on 082 318 4235 or send an email to alistair.holmes@brytesa.com

All mining, 
refining, 
housing and 
transportation 
of precious 
metals

All aspects 
of the fine 
art industry 
– both
private and 
commercial

All forms of 
diamonds 
and precious 
stones, 
manufactured 
jewellery, 
watches, etc.

Documents of high value 
such as share certificates, 
bonds, associated financial 
instruments, traveller’s 
cheques, currency, promissory 
notes, tax and other vouchers 
of a negotiable nature

Our Jewellery, Fine Art and Specie offering has been designed to protect a diverse 
collection of assets which includes, but is not limited to:

mailto:alistair.holmes%40brytesa.com?subject=

